Navigating the Phases of
Clinical Communication
A guide for streamlining workflows
and maximizing ROI at every stage

The Journey to Long-term Success Starts
With Better Communication
he way healthcare teams communicate is undergoing

Understanding the phases most organizations typically

a rapid and long overdue change. To achieve their

go through on their journey to fully modernize their care

broader goals, healthcare organizations are understandably

communications will be key to your long-term success.

looking for any advantage that will help them accelerate
care collaboration, enhance clinical workflows, improve

In this guide, we’ll provide an overview of the technology

care quality, and control costs while easing the burden on

and benefits at each phase, along with guidance to help you

overcommitted staff.

quickly leapfrog to more advanced stages. We’ll also share
proven best practices, success stories from actual hospitals,

Because good team communication is a critical part of nearly

and key milestones to help you graduate to the next level.

every healthcare communication workflow, today’s clinical
communication platforms are proving to be an important
catalyst for solving a broad set of organizational challenges.
Speeding the receipt and transfer of real-time information
can have a material impact when determining the optimal
treatment for patients.
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Early Days

Pre-Phase
Secure Texting

Phase 1
Role-Based Scheduling

100%

Phase 2
Multi-Facility Communication
with Clinical Integrations

Phase 3
Patient Communication

Estimated User Adoption

Patients

75%

Staff

50%

Staff
Staff

25%

Features Enabled

Pre-Phase
Staff
Secure Texting

• Opt-in user model

• Facility-wide rollout

• Health system-wide rollout

• Direct patient communication

• Basic Texting Capabilities

• Role-Based messaging

• Key integrations:

• Virtual care - Video, Voice

• Light admin controls

• Scheduling system integration

- EHR

• Workflow use cases identified

- Nurse Call

• Paging & answering service

- Telemetry alerting

integration

- PACS/LIS
- Single Sign-On (SSO)
• Embedded in clinical &
operational workflows
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Positioning for Success
Reaching the pinnacle of clinical communication excellence requires more than just good technology. It demands a well
thought-out, system-wide, executive-backed strategy with tactics for driving high adoption and engagement. By investing the
time to understand the critical phases of clinical communication, organizations looking to implement this type of technology
will know what questions to ask while those with a solution already in place will understand more clearly how to get value from
their investment.

A WARNING from Gartner
“Requirements to support greater care team collaboration needs are rendering
stand-alone secure messaging obsolete. Health delivery organization CIOs
should phase out stand alone-secure messaging systems and phase in care team
collaboration and coordination platforms over the next two to three years.”
“Stand-Alone Secure Messaging Is No Longer Sufficient for Digital Healthcare Delivery”
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A Look Back...
Secure, HIPAA-Compliant Text Messaging
It’s been nearly a decade since HIPAA-compliant secure
text messaging arrived on the scene, and in that time, the
technology accomplished several important goals:

•• It allowed clinicians to text each other in the hospital
using a tool that was just as easy as the texting tools
they used in their personal lives.

•• It brought encryption and security to text messaging so
that clinicians could freely discuss patients without fear
of compromising protected health information (PHI).

•• It replaced outdated paging and telephone systems,
providing a higher degree of detail and reliability for
message delivery in a more convenient, asynchronous
way.

So while secure texting has served its purpose, it takes more
advanced communication workflows and integrations to
make the platform even more valuable.

¹HIPAA Fine Violations, HIPAA Journal, 2018 https://www.hipaajournal.com/hipaaviolation-fines/
²Trends in Clinical Communications and Collaboration, Spyglass Consulting Group, 2018
https://www.beckershospitalreview.com/healthcare-information-technology/survey-90of-hospitals-investing-in-smartphones-for-clinical-communication.html
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Phase 1:
Role-Based Scheduling Integration
Automating role assignments is the first step toward ensuring high adoption out of the gate as key roles can be searched
and messaged without knowing a colleague’s name or who’s on duty. By tying the company directory to your organization’s
scheduling system, you achieve the dual goals of creating a network effect among users while removing hidden friction points
that slow the coordination of care across your enterprise.

Before starting, be sure to have:
IT proficiency in onboarding users and setting up controls
A defined set of roles based on the staff directory
A formalized device policy in place
Dashboards set up for tracking user adoption
Multiple ‘power users’ willing to evangelize the solution internally
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Phase 1: Role-Based Scheduling Integration

Organizational objectives:
•• Successfully implement role-based messaging
•• Link role assignments to an internal shift scheduling system
•• Set up roles for the entire care team, not just doctors and nurses
•• Embed role-based messaging into the clinical workflow
•• Begin exploring more advanced integrations (EHR, nurse call, etc.)
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Phase 1: Role-Based Scheduling Integration

Realizing the Gains of Phase 1
Starting your deployment with role assignments in place will

Integrating clinical roles with your health system’s

ensure a sizable portion of the user base is primed and ready

scheduling system automates role assignments and ensures

to go. Role-based messaging means select roles are set up

messages get delivered according to the appropriate role

and assigned to the appropriate staff and then linked to your

owners who are on shift. This saves staff from having to

scheduling system. Schedule-driven role assignments solve

manage their availability during shift handoffs. It also frees

several critical challenges that face shift-based organizations

unit secretaries and others from time-consuming tasks like

and on-call roles, allowing staff to:

looking up phone numbers, referencing printed schedules,
or trusting a whiteboard when calling a specialist at 3AM.

•• Easily locate and message specialists and on-call staff
•• Rapidly boost engagement by transforming inactive
users into active ones where they can be messaged
during their shifts
•• Save staff from having to manually look up on-call
specialists and their phone numbers

Through its automation and cross-departmental
reach, Phase 1 accelerates:
•

The network effect, driving substantially higher
engagement and message volumes.

•

A quantifiable return on investment emerges
and you can begin setting your sights on the
Phase 2 and Phase 3 integrations that will power
your teams to maximum clinical efficiency
and cost savings.
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Phase 1: Role-Based Scheduling Integration

Customer Use Case Snapshots
Critical Access Hospital
Facilitating Care in Rural Alaskan Communities
Yukon-Kuskokwim Health Corporation (YKHC) in Bethel, Alaska operates as a comprehensive healthcare delivery
system that relies on trained health aides to serve 50 rural communities. YKHC used TigerConnect’s role-based
messaging to eliminate paging and phone tag when notifying on-call physicians of patient admissions. They also
reduced case managers’ workloads by giving them direct access to the ENT on duty, while empowering their trained
health aides – a vital component of care – to send real-time photos from the field so physicians could more quickly
address patient conditions in rural communities.
As Anna Komulainen, Physician Assistant at YKHC, shared, “The use of Roles has made a huge difference because if
I would have to admit somebody, I would have to pick up the phone… call down to the Inpatient Department, ask
who the doc is, figure out what pager number they were, hang up the phone, then page them, and then wait for
them to call me back.”
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Phase 1: Role-Based Scheduling Integration

Inter-Facility Transport
Reducing Transport Times
Westchester Medical Center Health Network significantly reduced the transfer time b etween its emergency
department and its 10 hospitals by eliminating the call center intermediary and allowing providers to directly share
patient information.
TigerConnect’s full-scale clinical communication system was implemented between the regional transfer center
and Critical Care transports. With the patient ready for transfer, the STAT team could self-dispatch. This allowed for
transport dispatch to occur prior to official acceptance, which can sometimes be delayed.
TigerConnect’s Roles capability meant the transfer center could automatically alert the STAT team and the accepting
facility. These improvements reduced the time it took to transfer patients between the emergency department and
hospitals by an average of 13 minutes across the health system – and in one case, by 34 minutes – helping the
medical center save money while improving much needed care.
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Phase 2
Connecting Care Teams Across Facilities

A typical organization ready to start Phase 2 has:
Dozens or even hundreds of roles set up for clinical and non-clinical staff
Roles that are automated by shift schedule
Role-based messaging that is embedded in clinical workflows
A need for additional data within the app
Internal champions who can help drive more advanced functionality
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Phase 2: Connecting Care Teams Across Facilities

Organizational objectives:
•• Build deep integrations with EHR, nurse call, telemetry, labs, imaging, and other
clinical systems
•• Embed communication protocols within clinical workflows
•• Implement advanced voice and video communications for virtual care
•• Ensure all facilities in the health system are on a single communication platform
•• Set up advanced analytics and tracking dashboards with benchmarks
within TigerConnect
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Phase 2: Connecting Care Teams Across Facilities

This second phase could be characterized in a single word –

The combination of secure messaging, integrated real-

integration. Here we see three powerhouse factors at work:

time data, and virtual care capabilities on a single clinical
and operational communication platform is a sure sign of a

1. Access to real-time patient data at the point of care

mature, fully functional clinical communication organization

Deep integrations exist between the clinical communication

that now sees greater efficiencies and cost containment while

platform and clinical systems. This ensures real-time alerts

elevating care quality and staff satisfaction.

and other patient data is intelligently delivered to the correct
recipients.

2. Access to professionals across your healthcare network
A single unified communication platform ties the entire
health system together – connecting acute, post-acute, and
ambulatory facilities, as well as ACOs, physician groups, and
affiliate physicians.

3. Access to care professionals regardless of location
Virtual care options that support direct communications—
one-to-one or in groups—between care professionals and
patients over text, voice, or video.
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Phase 2: Connecting Care Teams Across Facilities

Because integrations are such a critical part of an advanced clinical communications deployment, we wanted to highlight those
that deliver the highest return on investment.
EHR

VoIP / PBX Phone System

Generates patient-centric, smartphone and desktop
alerts for clinical events like admissions, transfer orders,
discharges, and critical team notifications for sepsis,
cardiac, and other event types.

Uses Wi-Fi to route and conduct voice calls and faceto-face conversations. PBX integrations forward calls
from a nurse station or nurse call system directly to a
smartphone or a patient’s bedside speaker.

Nurse Call

Paging System

Forwards system alerts triggered by patient requests,
which are routed to and prioritized for the nurse assigned
to that particular patient or room block.

Duplicates pager messages and routes them to the
messaging app with transcribed text, voice recording
attachments, and one-tap callbacks.

Telemetry / Bedside Monitoring

Answering Service / Call Center

Intelligently routes automated alerts to the appropriate
care team members using prioritized alarm notifications
from bedside clinical surveillance equipment.

Answering services and after-hours call centers can
send richly detailed, text-based messages rather
than relaying or forwarding a phone number or voice
message.

Scheduling
Links the staff directory to the hospital shift schedule
for faster, more accurate communication through
automated escalations, quick look-ups by role
assignment, shift calendars, and one-tap call or text.
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Phase 2: Connecting Care Teams Across Facilities

One Platform for the Entire Health System
Now that we’ve covered integrations, let’s explore the topic
of cross-facility health system communications. Gaining
facility-wide adoption of your clinical communication system
is a huge win, but a critical piece of the puzzle really falls into
place when your staff can instantly connect with a colleague
at a sister facility 90 miles away.

By aggregating all facilities under a single, searchable directory,
care coordination that would ordinarily trigger a flurry of
calls and back-and-forth voice messages is now instantly
easier. Coordinating patient transfers, scheduling a referred
patient, requesting specialist consults, and setting follow-up
appointments all happen faster and with greater insight.
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Phase 2: Connecting Care Teams Across Facilities

Customer Use Case Snapshots
Medical Air Lift for Stroke Cases
Saving Precious Minutes and Lives
Geisinger, a major health system serving northeastern and central Pennsylvania, improved stroke treatment times
for medevac patients by sending video of the stroke patient’s exam directly to the ED physician who could advise
the receiving team to take the patient directly to Radiology for a CT rather than the ED, saving precious minutes.
In another example, Geisinger’s air rescue team responded without a NICU transport nurse for the retrieval of a
critically ill neonate as the neonatal transport nurse was committed on another patient transport. The air rescue
team was able to send the chest X-ray and laboratory studies via TigerConnect while also receiving feedback from
the neonatologist via TigerConnect. For this unique type of transport, the flight crew felt much more comfortable
sending films instead of describing them over the phone, ensuring complete information was shared and receiving
care teams could properly prepare for this critically ill patient.
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Phase 2: Connecting Care Teams Across Facilities

EHR Integration with Transport Teams
Scaling Transport Volume
Before integrating TigerConnect with their EHR, Temple University Health’s transport team received and had to
manage 10 phone calls per minute, which could only be completed using the unit phone. A single assignment
would require dispatch to confirm arrival on the unit, departure from the unit with the patient, and subsequent
arrival at the destination.
Through a TigerConnect integration with Epic, Temple was able to scale their transport volume from 700 patients
per night to 1,000 while reducing dispatcher headcount. An SMTP integration also streamlined requests for
linguistics, to communicate pre-op arrivals to the appropriate surgeon, and to dispatch case managers for the
Hepatitis C program.
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Phase 2: Connecting Care Teams Across Facilities

Patient Outreach
Reducing Colonoscopy No-Shows
Using TigerConnect, a major teaching hospital is leveraging their clinical communication platform to directly
message patients about their upcoming colonoscopies. Each patient that fails the preparation or doesn’t show
for the procedure costs the hospital thousands of dollars. With industry average no-show rates for colonoscopies
between 12 percent and 24 percent*, even a small reduction in the no-show rate can add up to millions in cost
savings and a healthier population.

Five to seven days before an appointment, the organization sends patients text reminders containing the date and
time of the appointment. They then followed up with a phone call two to three days later. Through this additional
outreach, the organization has been able to increase their show-rates by 12 percent, resulting in a positive impact
for the department.

*Estimating the Cost of No-shows and Evaluating the Effects of Mitigation Strategies,
Society for Medical Decision Making, March 2013 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4153419/
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Phase 3
Virtual Care & Patient Communication

Objectives:
•• Identify a manageable set of video or voice virtual care use cases
•• Train staff on provider-to-provider / provider-to-patient communication tools
•• Increase patient engagement and loyalty

Welcoming Patients into the Conversation:
The consumerization of healthcare means patients are now more actively involved than ever in managing their own health.
The emergence of telehealth portals, data tracking from wearables, and greater overall access to health records is forcing
organizations to rapidly adopt technologies that allow them to interact with patients. And while it’s still early days for most
patient engagement technology, consumer interest—particularly among younger patients—is mandating faster, more convenient
access to both health data and care consults.
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Phase 3: Virtual Care & Patient Communication

In spite of this demand, organizations are discovering that

This short-term communication channel can head off factors

technology barriers such as app downloads and password

like medication questions, wound complications and missed

management

adoption,

appointments, that typically lead to increased health risks for

especially among less tech-savvy seniors and low income

the patient and an expensive readmission for the hospital.

patients who may lack access to a computer. One way

It also further extends the value derived from a clinical

healthcare organizations can offset some of these challenges

communications investment while improving convenience

is by leveraging their clinical communications platform

for patients and their families.

are

complicating

widespread

for patient outreach within finite, episodically-focused
timeframes.

Unlike most patient portals where communication is openended and generally initiated by the patient, more advanced
clinical communication solutions put clinicians in charge,
allowing them to initiate direct text, voice, and video
conversations with patients and a patient’s family within a
finite time frame. Care professionals can conduct onsite group
video check-ins, clarify issues around medications, confirm
follow-up appointments, and track the healing process in
a cost-effective, convenient, time-based way following a
hospital stay or other clinical event.
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Conclusion
By now you should have a strong grasp of the path to a
successful and thriving clinical communication deployment
as well as the value you can expect at every phase of your
implementation. And while we hope this guide has been
helpful, there’s no substitute for seeing the real thing, so we
invite you to contact one of our demo experts who can walk
you through the capabilities we’ve shared here. Send us an
email at info@tigerconnect.com or simply call us at 1-800572-0470.
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